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About this book

The first edition of Feltrinelli Camp took place on February 16th and 17th,
2018, two days of closed-door workshop in the field of urban studies. One
hundred young researchers and practitioners with international background
gathered into the large luminous space of the multifunctional hall in
Fondazione Giangiacomo Feltrinelli to discuss the present and future of
cities. Eight thematic tables were the center of the exchange of research and
professional experiences, as well as of discussion and debate, issues,
mapping exercises, sketching, generation of new ideas, claims and
arguments. The eight working table attempted to conceptualize proposals
for solutions to crucial problems affecting our cities. Each thematic table
corresponded to a theoretical and practical challenge to be solved in relation
to 8 slected issues: 
1. Envisaging fairer divercities; 2. Realizing potential urban landscapes; 3.
Making the city through housing; 4. Regenerating the city as a common; 5.
Planning the immaterial city; 6. Designing new naturescapes; 7. Pushing the
borders; 8. Framing mobility as a spatial capital.
Following on the first volume of the publication upon the critical positioning
of the Coordinators chairing the working tables and the reports of the
debates occurred over the two days, the present volume collects some of the
most interesting reflections, practices, cases studies and research projects
proposed by a selection of promising, international junior scholars,
researcher and practitioners.
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Alice Buoli

Counter-narratives of diversity: some insights from artistic
co-productions in the urban and digital public space

In his lecture for Feltrinelli Camp 2018, Mike Raco1 discussed mainstream
understandings of urban diversity in European cities, exploring the manifold
connotations of local social imaginaries, the economic and cultural
conditions under which these are produced, and their potential effects on
relational interactions in contemporary urban contexts (Raco, 2018).

Along with the risks connected to over-simplification of intercultural
urban diversity, the increasing political and institutional (in)visibilisation of
new citizens (Heller et al., 2017) and the diffusion of binary representations
of human mobilities are among the most compelling concerns at the centre
of civil society debates and urban research agendas in Europe and beyond
(Gilligan & Marley, 2010).

Participants in the “Envisaging Fairer Divercities” working group at
Feltrinelli Camp 2018 have been engaged in a proactive discussion on these
issues, which can be synthesised around two interconnected themes and
challenges:

1. Rights, Narratives and Public Engagement: how to overcome existing cultural
paradigms and stereotypical representations of migrations and migrants, to enhance
the political engagement of old and new citizens in the public urban arena;

2. Emerging Communities and Place-based Interactions: how to support positive
encounters among emerging communities to cope with changing welfare conditions
and social mobility in cities.
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These two trajectories find a potential common horizon of research inside
the creative field in the form of collective cultural and artistic practices in
the (digital / urban) public space as opportunities to deal with emergent
plural demands and social imaginaries performed by increasingly diverse
urban societies.

Indeed, over the current and the past decade, a growing number of
creative practitioners, citizens, activists, and researchers have been
performing new imaginaries and representations of diversity through
artistic and cultural interventions.

Some of these initiatives — often related to independent or public-funded
programmes at the intersection between academia, art practices and human
rights activism — appear particularly relevant as regards three
complementary dimensions: a) the co-production of narratives, research
methods and media of expression involving actors with very diverse
backgrounds and expertise; b) a cultural / conceptual perspective in which
all actors involved are seen as active subjects of the creative process, and not
as “objects” of research; c) methodological approaches based on praxis,
performance, inter-disciplinarity and new media.

Among many, a significant example is the “Fadaiat”2 artistic project and
cycle of events organised in the years 2004-2007 across the Strait of
Gibraltar (Spain-Morocco) by a transnational network of activists, artists
and citizens. The project mapped, imagined and co-produced a new
(physical / digital) territory across the strait that questioned and subverted
the divisions imposed by the border (DeSoto & Buoli, 2017).

Another case in terms of “aesthetics dissensus” (Amilhat Szary et al.,

2016) is the “Mapping Europe. A remix Project”3 (2012-2014), funded by the
European Cultural Foundation, which has involved 50 young media makers
with a migrant background from four countries (Spain, Poland, the UK and
Turkey), with the aim to deconstruct existing imagery of migrants by
adopting a visual “re-mixing” methodology (Doc Next Network, 2014).
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Similarly the “Migration Trail”4 project developed by the Rotterdam-based
office Killing Architects has explored the potential of fiction and real-time
narratives about migrations through a multi-media interactive platform
following the journeys of two migrants travelling to Europe across the
Mediterranean.

These few samples suggest and invite for new research and strategies of
intercultural interaction and reciprocity through contemporary and
collective artistic co-productions to question existing dominant social and
political imaginaries of diversity and provide new opportunities of public
participation and social agency for citizens, researchers and intercultural
policy-makers.
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Notes

1. Chair of Urban Governance and Development at the Bartlett School of
Planning.
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Angela María Osorio Méndez

New risks and old structures: main challenges to update old
tools for new needs

During the first edition of the Feltrinelli Camp, the theme of “Envisaging
Fairer Cities” was explored from a highly interdisciplinary perspective. Our
diverse profiles allowed us to give really diverse views on the question of
fairer cities, and what it would entail.

Three of the main challenges that aroused in the discussions as
paramount in the reflection of “Envisaging Fairer Cities” were:

1. The transformation of welfare systems with respects to new risk profiles

2. The importance of physical spaces for the creation of relations, social cohesion and
the adjustment to urban environment

3. The construction of alliances for protest between inhabitants in the city

1. The transformation of welfare systems with respects to new risk profiles

As described by different authors, the welfare state system of the 1970s
was embedded and responded to social risks emerging from a context of a
stable socio-demographic structure and economic circumstances. Still, these
settings have changed almost completely, giving rise to the emergence of
‘new social risks’ to which the new welfare provision must respond.
Understanding the importance of the urban scale in this reflection for
“Envisaging Fairer Cities” we identified two main issues that must be
seriously tackle in order to be able to achieve these envisaged fairer cities: a)
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the re-thinking of the categorization of recipients; b) the assurance of a
constant financing for welfare services.

a) the re-thinking of the categorization of recipients

In order to be able to make “Fairer Cities”, access to welfare was
identified as one of the main issues at stake. Analysing this sphere, the
discussion on the importance of redefining the categories of accessibility to
welfare services was identified as fundamental in order to be able to readjust
the services provided to the new “risks” that the diverse inhabitants of the
city present. This is a call for updating the profiles seen as legitimate to
access welfares services, but mainly the process of adjusting a system that,
as previously said, was tailored and created in a whole diverse socio-
economic millieu, as that of the “Glorious 30”.

b) the assurance of a constant financing for welfare services

As important as the previous issue, the assurance of constant financing as
identified as a major issue in the moment of facing the challenge of
“Envisaging Fairer Cities”. As welfare services are aimed at being a major
source of support for society, and mostly for most vulnerable groups, the
importance of the assurance of a constant financing for making long lasting
projects is fundamental.

2. The importance of physical spaces for the creation of relations, social cohesion and the
adjustment to urban environment

While discussing the diverse dynamics of the social layer composing
contemporary cities and their relation with “Envisaging Fairer Cities”, we
identified two main “adjustment processes” as important challenges to be
tackled, as they are major processes lived by diverse groups of population
living in contemporary cities. The first one was the “adjustment of new
arrived inhabitants”, and the second is that of the “adjustment of old
inhabitants”. For both of these processes, the importance of physical spaces
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as main foci of resources for people who arrive to a city as well as for those
who are making sense of the rapidly changing city. As seen through our
diverse researches and experiences of the components of our group, physical
space, and its quality as trigger of social relations, are fundamental in the
process of adjustment of the new arrived inhabitants in the city.

3. The construction of alliances for protest between inhabitants in the city

Following the understanding of cities and the political readjustment
taking place, we identified the importance of the possibility for the creation
of “contentious forces” within the city as fundamental for “Envisaging Fairer
Cities”. Here, we identified the need to find out and further explore the ways
in which new solidarities and contentious groups (such as Delivery
syndicates) are taking form in the city.
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Giorgos Koukoufikis 

Unlocking the Urban Potential

Two decades into the 21st century, and the City, one of the most complex
human artefacts, continues its transformation. Urbanization processes carry
on in different ways and pace across the globe. Along with it, the complexity
of urban problems increases and the public debate for their solutions
intensifies, while the key urban questions remain classical: How do we
imagine cities and urban development in the decades to come? And how do
we make it happen?

These problematics enclose a discursive and a material part while
masking a clash between epistemologies. Urban transformation is a result of
moments and emblematic periods where mid-term processes or even a
single event create structural transformations capable of altering the
development trajectory of cities (Martinelli et al., 2013). Throughout history,
a systematic effort to guide this trajectory, reduce the complexity and
insecurity and construct the urban development process was made. The final
outcome is a result of conflicts between imaginaries and realities, a balance
between aspirations and restrictions. Hence, a clash between ethical,
political, cultural and economic visions guiding policy and investments, with
given physical and socio-economic capabilities (buildings, infrastructure,
natural landscape, economy, institutions etc.). However, the outcomes of
this process of contestation rarely fit in the initial expectations and
forecasts.

Thus, the ability to realize urban potentials is first and foremost a
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question of knowledge. Development imaginaries often fail when they are
copied and applied to different urban contexts. One-size-fits-all models don’t
work; they create rather new forms of uneven spatial development (Peck &
Theodore, 2010). Urban development is context, space and time specific,
even in an intense phase of experienced time-space compression (Harvey,
1990). Each epoch, each geographical region has its given socio-economic
and political space. Thus, possessing scientific and local common knowledge
and combining them in appropriate ways will help to avoid mistakes of the
past, when modernistic ideas confident about scientific techno-managerial
skills provided ‘prototype’ urban environments. Those were reflecting
mainly industrial visions and economic interests rather than citizens’ needs,
leading often to inhumane and failing urban milieus. However, we also need
to avoid reducing the scientific contribution of/to planning. We can’t or we
should not produce universal recipes but we can produce methodologies and
tools to transform our cities.

To do so we need to weigh adequately the local capacities and
possibilities. Cities are not reshaped starting from an empty canvas; they are
built upon layers of development and possess diverse social and physical
capital that creates path dependency. This capital conceals opportunities for
positive transformations or creates burden deteriorating urban conditions.
Assessing it properly can allow the re-combination of existing elements and
unlock local transformative potential dynamics. However, cities’ scalar
articulation creates dependences as well as responsibilities from and to the
global community. De-territorialisation and re-territorialisation processes
are in a continuous dialectic, thus linking global trends with the scientific
analysis of space requires great attention (Brenner, 1999; Swyngedouw,
2004). Local social, economic, political, and environmental conditions are
sensitive to these scales, but also bearing empowering and transformative
potential. So acknowledging the restrictions of any nature and scale,
embracing them instead of concealing them, and prioritizing accordingly is a
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key for the endeavour of desirable urban transformations.
Finally, it’s not enough to acquire knowledge and incorporate holistic

understanding of (g)local conditions but to set the moral basis of what
positive urban transformation means. Therefore, science and the local
community, discourses and material practises, social and technical capacities
have to be combined under principles of socio-economic and environmental
justice. These principles are often pre-existing elements of the urban system.
Cities are places of problems, where pollution concentrates, housing and
public space is scarce, inequality is more visible etc., but also of solutions.
Beyond architectural interventions and socio-economic plans, cities are
platforms for democracy and dialogue, where civil society can thrive and
become agent of change through social and governance innovation
(González & Healey, 2005; Moulaert et al., 2010). Hence, facilitating the
emergence of already existing local dynamics can often be sufficient to
collectively provide answers on questions of urban transformations.
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Luca Re Sartò 

Making the City through Housing – Focus on Milan

A City does not exist without housing and Milan is putting it at the
centre of its change because Milan is changing once again. Its dimensions
change, extending well beyond the municipal boundaries. It changes its
population that is slowly reversing the process of demographic decline and
aging that seemed irreversible. It changes its economy, increasingly
connected to technological innovation, new forms of production and
consumption, and creativity. Milan, a city that has always been resilient to
change, must be able to effectively accompany these settlement,
demographic and socio-economic processes, combating the complex
problems and the problems that afflict it, problems that all the great
European urban areas are trying to tackle: social and spatial inequalities,
environmental and climate change issues, the quality and accessibility of
public services. The housing is transversal and functional with respect to
these challenges.

Some great questions define the framework within which to operate and
concentrate actions.

The need of housing. An attractive city is a city capable of promoting
social inclusion, also through the identification of policies for the home
capable of responding to an increasingly articulated demand that is excluded
(or suffering) from the market. Today, more than in the past, new forms of
housing demand emerge from disadvantaged social groups, young people
and temporary populations. The offer must follow this diversification, with a
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significant presence of rented houses, with particular attention to the offer
for young people (even only) and for temporary populations (students,
relatives of patients, temporary workers). Depending on the revision of the
characteristics of the application it is fundamental to consider that the most
critical and suffering part of the demand can no longer be considered
disconnected from social actions of integration and support.

Linking housing to urban regeneration. Urban regeneration is perceived as
a fundamental process, in particular linked to the necessity and the
possibility of activating innovative tools to promote the recovery of
buildings and degraded areas. There is a real opportunity to implement the
quality of the city and solve some of the existing critical issues, including
abandonment and degradation, promoting the enhancement of the public
space as a place of sociability and wellbeing, the redevelopment and
implementation of the service offer and the development of new spaces for
the house. The rethinking of urban areas must consider the forms and
quantities with which the needs of housing has been presented in recent
years and define a set of new and diversified responses, aimed at increasing
both the quantity and the quality of the offer.

New rules. The increase and improvement of housing services requires
planning disciplines that ensure the feasibility of the interventions, an
extensive process of redevelopment of the public residential building
heritage and a greater articulation of the offer based on new needs, linking
the production of housing to the services that are present in public spaces.
First of all, the definition of more effective rules for connecting the
satisfaction of public standards of private building interventions is
extremely important, directing them towards the rehabilitation of the
existing public residential building stock. Secondly, it is necessary to define
rules that give concrete feasibility to the forecasts of new residential social
housing quotas related to private interventions (incentives and urban
levers). The public housing stock owned by the institutions (in Milan over
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8,000 public housing) is unusable due to the bad state of conservation and
the absence of adequate resources for its restructuring. It is necessary to
define specific strategies aimed at supporting an extensive process of
redevelopment of the existing building heritage, also through the use of
monetisations that can be used outside the areas affected by private projects.
In order to increase the social housing offer, to resolve the situations of
deterioration and to rehabilitate the space, an effort is also needed to put
large public housing districts at the centre of European co-financing projects
(UE).

Existing rules. Faced with a weak implementation of private interventions
involving the obligation to create shares of social housing registered in
recent years, it is necessary to define specific conditions through which to
make the current possibilities more flexible and attractive, allowing the
realization of new social housing facilities. Some strategies that will be
evaluated are: a greater diversification of the types of building in the
catalogue of municipal services; the possibility of varying the composition of
the minimum social housing quantities currently planned and their
implementation methods; the definition of specific incentives for the
realization of quotas for rent; the possibility of realizing part of the new
social housing facilities even within areas different from those that generate
them, consistently with localization criteria identified by the municipal
administration to guarantee adequate levels of functional mix and
endowment of public services.

The increase in housing services will have to support the growth of
cultural and research activities by facilitating the creation of student
housing.
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Angela Santangelo 

Housing providers, individuals, communities: evolving roles,
attitudes and responsibilities

Public authorities and the new challenging role: from actors to directors

Affordable housing and energy efficiency are both key challenges in the
current debate on sustainable cities, as the inclusion of such topics in the
Habitat III Urban Agenda of United Nations clearly demonstrates. In Italy,
more than 75% of households live in buildings built before 1990, with low
efficiency rate, high maintenance costs for the owners and high energy cost
for the households. The situation is even more severe in the social rental
sector – 5.5% of the total housing stock – either owned by municipalities or
public housing providers, while the latter are responsible for the
management, allocation and maintenance of the housing stock. Despite
housing cooperatives and most recently foundations have also been involved
in social rental housing provision, public housing providers are the ones
facing the biggest challenge. On the one side, coping with emerging and
evolving needs (i.e. social heterogeneity, shared semi-private spaces,
regeneration of peripheries, welfare system rather than only providing
homes). On the other side, facing the scarcity of public resources, the aging
of the housing stock and the urgency to regenerate it.

Implementing an integrated approach is the overall aim of housing
regeneration programmes. In the case of social housing, in addition to the
physical renovation, it comprises a number of linked policy areas such as
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citizens’ empowerment, employment creation, crime prevention, energy
efficiency and environmental improvement. The complexity of housing and
urban regeneration indicates that no single actor has neither the capacity,
nor the power and the resources, to effectively implement regeneration

strategies alone1.
The public authorities, housing providers, companies and communities

cannot mobilise the power or resources needed to face these challenges
unilaterally. Direct public authorities’ intervention has moved to the
background and the public sector is looking for private partners to
implement actions, switching from actors to directors.

The role of individuals to contribute to the implementation of energy policies

Within the described framework, the human factor is increasingly
emerging, not only in terms of relations among households and between
tenants and housing providers, but also in terms of impact when it comes to
lowering energy consumption in the housing sector. Understanding
occupant behaviour and addressing households’ needs is a pre-requisite to

develop effective renovation strategies of the housing stock2.
Even in high-energy performance dwellings, it will still be the households

who ultimately determine the efficiency of energy consumption3-5.
Research has shown that occupants can use three or more times as much
energy for heating as their neighbours living in dwellings with similar

characteristics6-7.

From behaviour change to systemic change: the role of communities

Defining sustainable communities can be a challenging issue, very much
related to the context and the purpose of the investigation. Communities
take many forms and exist over different levels (local, global), different
spatial settings (urban and rural) and they are dynamic and constantly
changing. In the framework of renovation policies, community-based
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initiatives represent the step required for moving from behaviour change to
systemic change. Being adopted by an increasing number of programmes,
they have the potential to establish ownership and responsibility for actions
to pro-environmental behaviour change, even in situations where
individuals may otherwise feel that their contribution is insignificant.
Compared to programmes addressing individual consumer behaviour,
community-based programmes are more likely to address the more

challenging social, institutional and technical barriers and constraints8.
They are able to achieve multiple benefits in the same environment,
resulting in high level of awareness on risks and barriers to the effective
implementation of renovation programmes. The non-energy co-benefits are
even more important in the social housing sector where energy efficiency of
buildings and fuel poverty only represents one issue of a complex

framework9.
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Beolchi Simona and Carlone Teresa

Regenerating the city as a common

Speaking about urban regeneration as a Common appeared harder than
we thought. First of all it was a matter of definition: what is a Common?
What are the criteria that define a Common? This term has been often
abused in the public discourse and improperly extended to define other form
of sharing economy, so it is crucial to design the geometry of what a
Common is. A long discussion leads us to recognize the concept of Common
as a new trend of political action, a new direction of public policy making
process: Commons are a redefinition of governance model among actors
following different principles from the ones used by the institutions. The
redefinition of governance model highly impacts the direction of the city
development and in this scenario Commons give new meaning and value to
actions that activate regenerative processes. Established this interrelation
between urban regeneration and Commons, it was important to delineate
what is the perspective we would take in considering and discussing the
topic.

Regenerate the city as a Common or regenerate the city through
Commons?

In the first approach the city itself becomes a Common in terms of urban,
environmental and immaterial resources and the access and the right to
them. Regeneration should be mainly a process of value substitution, exit
from the traditional relationship of production-consumption in order to
generate multiple relationships among actors and spaces based on
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appropriation and use. It leads to reconsider the issue of ownership and to
generate an alternative perspective of entitlement of users to a specific space
and for different purposes. Enabling communities to new forms of re-
appropriation, access and usage of public space allows to overcome the
increase of fragmentation and privatisation of the cities considered to be the
main cause of exclusion, marginalization and inequality.

The second approach, instead, considers Commons as a tool of processes
whose aim is to renovate the city and the dynamics of public spaces. These
processes differ from each other and it appears very hard to define a unique
way to regenerate a city, or a part of it, through the Commons.

However it is possible to focus on factors that could affect in different
ways to the regeneration processes.

1.Fairness that can be implemented in a range of actions that lead from
marginality to inclusion.

2. Needs: a process can be oriented to solve livelihood needs, up to “more
fancy needs”, as we called “hipster needs”.

3. Knowledge: the regenerative processes normally are made by actors
that have different kind of knowledge/competences in a range that goes
from the technical ones, to the everyday one.

4. Engagement: is related to involve citizens in innovative ways of living
the city, arising a feel of belonging to the city.

5. Economy, as we said these processes try to define a new direction for
the city development, so often they draw attention to new values, not
necessarily linked to the market economy, in a range that goes from the
“market” to the dynamics of “sharing” economy.

6. Institutional involvement/citizens empowerment: this range goes from a
high level of control up to self management of the city.

7.Ownership, these processes open up a matter of ownership of the
territory from private to public ownership.

According to the way in which these factors are defined within this
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range, different regeneration processes through the Common are drawn up
and a new development direction can be shown.

In this approach, the main idea is that Commons are means of processes
that enhance the network of actors in the public arena to redefine the
collective value of resources. Commons generate a renewed distribution of
power based on competences, material and immaterial resources (time,
ability, knowledge) able to deconstruct the traditional power given by the
authority, the role, the technical competences, and the market economic
values. This new perspective allows people to have the right to the city and
to be entitled to become innovative agents.

Finally, we discussed about critical aspects, challenges or unsolved issue
related to Commons as a new way to the regeneration of cities.

a. What about the governance and the administration of the Commons?
How to think, produce and manage self-regulated Commons that moves
towards accessibility and inclusiveness, starting from a revolution in culture
and education? How to produce spaces that are autonomous from the
market without becoming closed islands? We suggested an attempt to
establish a different economic system based on proximity, self-trust and
sharing, which should be open to the local territory, in order to avoid to
create new private areas or privileges.

b. What about the normative framework in which we can consider public
space or public activity as a Common? How to negotiate with the public
institutions in order to receive legitimation and recognition? Commons
should claim and find together with the administration a balance between
their responsibilities and public institutions’ ones. Networks are fascinating
tools to empower the projects and arise the awareness of the administration,
when built on Common interests and principles.

c. And how to manage the redistribution of the Common economic value,
not just in terms of classic market economic value but also as value that is
steeped in the new social dynamics, exchange of competences and
knowledge?
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Harold Dede-Acosta 

Open-Source Place-making

After a two-day conference in a late-February winter, Fondazione

Feltrinelli gained a state-of-the art catalogue containing 21st century urban
grievances and a list of challenges in order to deal with them. Within the
table Regenerating the city as a common, the contemporary city was evoked
as a socially and physically fragmented entity: Privatopies, prison
archipelagos, elite neighbourhoods, massive malls spur all over its borders.
Territories are chopped up by infrastructural and architectural apartheids or
proletarian fortresses, cultural facilities transmute into entertainment
franchises. City centres are re-assembled within carefully delimited areas,
containing reductive historical narratives ready to be consumed by mass
tourism. Whatever is left of the modern metropolis have been reduced,
seemingly by choice, to a hilarious caricature of itself. Urban expansion and
its intrinsic processes of planning and regeneration weren’t producing nor
expanding urbanity, but paradoxically, making it retreat. The city as melting
pot for diversities, processor of multiplicities or catalyst for social exchanges
is being seemingly replaced by a burlesque simulacrum of itself. The main
modality of contemporary urban growth is massive expulsion and,
consequentially, a growing segregation, socially and spatially. Alarmingly
enough, this is happening not despite of, but (partially) because of urban
regeneration processes.

The Feltrinelli team proposes to draw upon a regeneration process
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conceived as a Common. This suggestion automatically counterchecks the
previous scenario, produced by a profit-driven urban development and
suggests the redirection of institutional and technocratic effort towards
alternative forms of city-making. One of the challenges identified in order to
regenerate the city as a Common bounces between chirurgical and
structural shift and consists of a value substitution, from the univocal
relationship of production-consumption to the multiplicity of relationships
based on appropriation and usage. This leads to reconsider the issue of
ownership and to propose the entitlement of users and practitioners of a
place as an alternative form of city-making

In the current planning system, decisions over the present and future of
portions of the city involving the interests of several communities are in the
hands of a selected few, pulling the strings towards their particular interests.
Empowering – entitling – practitioners and local communities is an
alternative towards a more accessible and concerted usage of the city.
Recognizing processes of re-appropriation means to allow different and
multiple rationalities in the city’s use and coming about.

The first and probably most relevant step for tackling this challenge
consists of a delicate but almost epistemological exercise. Along the
conversations held during the Feltrinelli Camp, the reiteration of certain
idioms orbiting around case studies and transversal to regeneration became
evident. The automatic repetition of terms such as “degrade”, “deprived”,
“informal” when the group referred to urban regeneration unveiled a sort of
checklist embedded in a standardized procedure for city uplifting, and
implemented to justify it. As exposed by Billy Minard, “Words ossify, decay
and perish as surely as organisms. A language where all the words were
immortal and nonarchaic would not be the upbeat chaos of the healthy city
(...) but chaos in an older and murkier sense, that of the abyss (obs.).” But the
situation seemed no different when the group referred to Commons, with
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the recurrence of “community”, “cohabitation”, “creativity” or
“horizontality”. This irritant paraphrasing revealed a sort of political-
correctness, unreflective and eroded. It becomes imperative to revisit
constructed meta-discourses and to question this mimetic (or memetic, in
Dawkings terms). More so, it evidenced the parallel existence of both
contemporary urban development as a master category and urban
commoning as a reactive force, confined at the margins and unproductive
fringes of the city.

Being the Web 2.0 the inspirational ground for urban commoning, an
analogy might be drafted with the compatibility of multiple operating
systems or programming languages. The elimination of narrowly labelling
spaces and communities as “deprived” or “marginalized” and their
subsequent eradication by default automatically implies a more profound
effort for understanding the diversity and complexity of a place, and a
research to highlight its organic networks and endemic forms of expression
and aesthetics.

Only the acknowledgement of disenfranchised communities and their
symbolic order can effectively produce entitlement of local actors beyond
the theatrics of participation, and enact a collective effort of city production.
Empowering local actors with the administrative tools, technocratic support
and financial means to redirect their reality instead of deleting it would
result in a form of open-source place-making, one capable of replacing
expulsive regeneration with a collective form of intelligence capable of
hacking the smart cities.
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Edna Peza 

Dichotomies of immateriality

Material purposes and immaterial aspects: cities are a product of constant
interactions of both. Intangible aspects of the city dweller’s experience are
driven by and – at the same time – creating concrete materiality of stone,
brick, steel, and glass. Tangible differences between territories are somewhat
evident, such as natural conditions, urban configuration, architecture, etc.
However, the role of the immaterial values in the shaping of the city –
informed by cultural, social, and emotional values, to name a few – is
frequently overlooked. For instance, the phenomenon of fear of crime in
cities. This is an umbrella concept which encompasses emotions,
judgements, values about crime, and a diffuse feeling of insecurity (Donder,
Buffel, Verté, Dury, Witte, 2009, p. 3). However, as imprecise and impalpable
as this feeling can be, it has visible effects on everyday urban life,
particularly in environments facing chronic violence: walls, security
cameras, access control, security check points, fortified neighbourhoods.
Even when evident threats have diminished or disappeared, the feeling of
insecurity does not necessarily decline (Lourenço, 2012, p. 150).

And in the midst of this traditional assessment of immateriality in cities,
a new element appears: the digital tools that help shape the city. Digital
platforms have become an important device to empower citizens to connect
with each other and take urban matters into their own hands. After all, who
knows the situation better than the people living it daily? Solving urban
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problems such as transportation or housing through novel digital platforms
is appealing. And thus, the role of the urban planner is challenged and re-
evaluated (Hasler and Jerome Chenal, 2017). Digital solutions are not always
universal, and their implementation, disjointed from contextual specificities
– social or physical –, can become a new source of segregation. The scope of
projects has to change and adapt to the local dynamics.

Digital divide is referred to as a gap between those who have access to
information technology (IT) and those who are not at all online (Rice and
Katz, 2003). It frequently refers to urban-rural divide and the difficulties in
terms of price, speed, and choice of devices. The underlying assumption is
that increased access to internet, for example, is de facto a democratizer. But
as societal progress through IT adoption has been achieved in Europe in the
past years and the digital gap is expected to disappear soon, concerns arise
from the second digital divide, which relates potential users’ socioeconomic
issues with the ability to fully take advantage of information and
communication technology (Azzolini and Schizzerotto, 2017). In this way,
technology-based urban development risks of rendering less skilled or less
connected citizens invisible from these processes. The digital, a new
immaterial aspect on its own right, eclipses the role of the conventional
intangible aspects of the city. Understanding how to link new urban actions
through IT with the less recent immateriality can ease the divide between
contrasting territories and populations. This balance will help propose long
term solutions being less reliant on trends and grounded on the inhabitants’
needs and characteristics.

What is left then for the future of city planning facing these issues? Is the
urban planner obsolete? Perhaps, as the ultimate decision-maker in urban
matters, it is. New skills must be developed to understand contexts. Cities
must be built and planned for and with citizens, and urban planners must
learn to translate these needs into spaces while considering the diverse
forms of urban immateriality: old and new, online and offline, local and
global.
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Danielle McCarthy 

Reframing Naturescapes in an Urban World

The variability, potential and breadth of the natural world is vast. What is
meant by nature cannot be easily defined. Rather, a better starting point may
be to consider how we begin to frame nature and consequently to affect
change.

Our relationship to nature: Growing concern over the quality of the
existing nature in our towns and cities appear in the modern lexicon;
‘biophilia’ and ‘solastalgia’, refer to two salient qualities of the human
species and its relationship with nature. The first underpins the attraction
towards vitality and the innate need for humans to experience living things,

i.e. nature, in our environment: Biophilia1. It has been explained as an
evolutionary genetic theory stemming from our ancestors and the

environments they inhabited, carried over to the present day2. The
counterpoint to concept of biophilia is the existential distress of

environmental change: Solastalgia3. This concept refers to the psychic
disease of the loss of habitats and the witnessing of degradation of the
natural environment. The advent of the industrial age, and subsequent rapid
urbanisation has resulted in a dramatic loss of biodiversity. Establishing the
parameters of our human relationship to nature helps underscore the
dependency we have as a human species on nature. This relationship is not
currently well articulated in civil society however and requires form of
engagement not currently capitalised on. Possible strategies exist via the
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introduction and involvement in conservation of the environment through
methods used in citizen science, feedback apps and the trialling of pilot
projects utilising modes of co-design and encouraging citizen engagement,
this relationship can be strengthened and inform public opinion. By
reframing our relationship through an innate and evolutionary lens, the
intricate relationship which exists between humans and wider “nature”, can
be better understood, less as a political issue and instead a universal and
integrated requirement for our habitats with a responsibility on society to
demand and buy into in their environments.

What nature can do for us: A second aspect of the challenge facing
designing naturescapes concern the limited and conventional approach to
the use of nature in design schemes. Until now and to date in planning
circles, nature has been regarded as an aesthetic addition, a luxury or after-
thought, often leading to monocultural green spaces in many urban schemes

and projects. Work in Nature based solutions4 has done much to challenge
this, illustrating closed systems thinking and perhaps aiming to move away
from anthropocentric view of nature, solutions arise via the process of the
incorporation of nature to solve challenges. The contribution that nature
offers is in this sense considered at an earlier point in the timescale of
projects and through the means of utilisation of nature as a tool to solve the
critical issues in our current cities and habitats, e.g. from urban reforesting
and simple measure of greater tree counts to offset air pollution; to
mangroves and the use of nature to mitigate flooding; permaculture to
restore soil degradation in agri-farming and urban meadow parks to create
greater biodiverse parks to encourage physical activity and mental-health,
etc., naturescapes can be built back into our environments. This can be
leveraged by dedicated local and technical agencies that can inform
practitioner and policy action, laying out standardised practices to instruct
on schemes with nature as the basic building blocks and elements. Moving
away from tokenistic inclusion of nature to ones which quantify indices of
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biodiversity to solve and inspire design solutions to harness the capacity of
nature to restore balance in the environment.

Framing cost: The final and intractable challenge facing the design of
quality naturescapes are inescapably the market forces and political
structures overseeing final decisions. While this lies beyond the scope of this
piece, one immediate response has been the ‘natural capital’ equation.
Financial benefits inherent in the investment in nature designs have been
calculated to demonstrate long term cost effectiveness.

What is certain is that the challenge requires a coordinated effort at
multiple tiers of influence and political and public buy-in. What is even
more certain, if this buy-in happens, we will be living in healthier, more
vibrant and resilient habitats.
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Alessandro Frigerio 

Breeding Common Grounds. Metropolitan Agonism in Sub-
Saharan African cities

A few weeks after the Feltrinelli Camp roundtable on ‘Pushing the
borders’, I’m walking around the Oraba check-point, where a tarmacked
Ugandan road turns into its dusty South-Sudanese counterpart. The border
stretches in a valley bottom carved by a small river finding its way to the
Nile. Somewhere behind the hills on the left there’s Congo. The checkpoint
is not as militarized as expected, people now cross it on foot without even
being checked. Someone tells me “we are the same people”, opening a
confused sequence of questions.

Political boundaries here are quite recent and they rarely correspond to
local cultural ones. Lugbara people and other ethnic groups traditionally
inhabiting this region found themselves split across different national
modern states imposing exogenous laws and foreign languages. However,
being deeply culturally rooted, the pre-existing social structures survived to
all the erasing attempts and, in 1993, were finally incorporated in Ugandan
constitution as cultural institutions. Formal and customary borders, norms
and rights inconsistently overlap in a tangled interlace that is difficult to
penetrate from the outside, but that apparently keeps contemporary Uganda
together.

What brought me in the West Nile Region is a Capacity Development
Studio organized by UN-Habitat and Politecnico di Milano in cooperation
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with the Ugandan Ministry of Land Housing and Urban Development and
Arua municipality. Due to its strategic position, Arua is a rapidly growing
cross-border commercial centre and an important base for international
organizations dealing with the crises of neighbouring countries. In Arua
District, 23% of the population are refugees (more than a million in the
whole West Nile Region), towards whom Ugandan attitude is inclusive.
Progressive policies allow refugees to work, get services and move relatively
freely, a way for the government to make them contribute to the expanding
economy (while getting international recognition).

Arua municipal borders are much smaller than the regional and
international socio-economic dynamics affecting the town. Government’s
plans present it as one of the ten urban centres to become a city, in
accordance with the proposed decentralized development of the country. Its
boundaries will be enlarged and infrastructure enhanced with a focus on air
and rail connections. Yet, expanding and growing, Arua will need a broader
integrated territorial vision to foresee its role as regional and trans-national
hub.

The current discussion on the African Continental Free Trade Area and
Protocol on Free Movement of People will probably push this perspective
further and the borders wider.

However, innovative planning and governance tools to address the
complex transformation of these territories are lacking, as well as local
human resources to develop and implement them. The speed of the
urbanization process is already threatening existing socio-ecological assets.
Which shared concept of publicness to agree and build on as robust
structure for a sustainable development in this tangle of borders? Two
interlinked research pathways.

First, appropriate mapping. Knowledge and awareness on the inter-scalar
interdependencies matching urban spaces and economic and socio-
ecological values should be improved by data collection and effective
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visualization to understand existing and potential cross-borders relations
(intending any kind of administrative, cultural, psychological borders).
Innovative digital interactive tools could have a crucial role in this effort,
turning maps into decision-making platforms to harmonize intangible assets
and physical infrastructure through scales, keeping together metropolisation
and local cultural patterns.

Second, capacity development. Supporting and facilitating intercultural
and interdisciplinary training occasions is crucial to foster local
inventiveness towards original solutions. In rapidly transforming contexts,
the contentious nature of publicness requires breeding common grounds by
revealing the overlapping of multiple porous borders, values, and patterns of
care. Rising awareness and enhancing specific skills could trigger agonistic
pluralism among urban actors improving urban resilience.

In Arua, with a multicultural multidisciplinary team we started from
water, the strongest value crossing borders and compelling to take shared
decisions. This resulted in the intention of the mayor to set up roundtables
with neighbouring colleagues to discuss shared water-related policies and in
a number of ideas on how to deal with water scarcity and food security
while improving public spaces with the help of communities. Visualizing
and discussing the nature of borders was a first move to reveal and build on
common grounds for envisioning sustainable futures.
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Giulia Scotto 

Of Other Borders

National territorial borders are the first kind of borders we think about,
the first one we get to know and, often, the only one we ever get to study.
But a border is a much broader concept than a line on a map or a more or
less permeable fence between two countries.

During the Feltrinelli Camp we could explore this notion in depth and try
to understand the meaning of borders in the urban context.

We realized that, like ‘boundary objects’, borders are articulated concepts
“both plastic enough to adapt to local needs (…), yet robust enough to
maintain a common identity across sites. (…) They may be abstract or
concrete. They have different meanings in different social worlds but their
structure is common enough to more than one world to make them
recognizable, a means of translation.”

Establishing a common ground to talk about borders was the first
challenge we had to face. In a way, we used the concept of border as a
metaphor, the metaphor for a rigid but flexible mental structure able to cross
disciplines and experiences, and to generate the ground conditions for a
productive dialogue. The first of our proposals, inspired by this quality of
our object of study, is to push the borders of our professional and social role
to co-create collective awareness and shared responsibility on urban issues,
not only among experts but also, and mainly, among politicians and within
the civil society. This dialogue, which we started during the Feltrinelli
Camp, is something we would like to push further in the future, inviting
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different professional figures and bigger parts of population to visualize
borders, map them and acknowledge them.

Focusing on the urban realm, we observed how borders exist at different
scales and at different levels, they can be territorial or social, visible or
invisible, permeable or closed, self-defined or imposed. Grasping their
meanings and produce univocal judgment on their effects is impossible
because borders generate tensions, which can simultaneously or
alternatively be productive and destructive, they separate but they also bring
together.

Cities have historically been spaces of confrontation and integration of
social, religious and ethnic groups but, since the beginning of the XXI
century, the gap between different categories increased dramatically.
Various economic and political factors co-participated to the creation of this
divide which is not only social but also spatial.

In La città dei ricchi e la città dei poveri, Bernardo Secchi explains how
urban planners have taken part to the definition of current spatial injustice.
Planners could choose among various ‘dispositives of exclusion’ like the
modernist technique of zoning, the physical relocation of undesirable
activities and social groups, and the design and implementation of large
scale infrastructures.

All these dispositives created borders which are reinforced by the
programmatic diffusion of fear and by its influence on urban everyday
practices. Through our everyday practices indeed, we define immaterial
borders which are harder to unveil and therefore harder to cross and push.

Secchi suggests the need to plan more porous and accessible cities, which
is surely the first step we have to take to bridge and cross physical borders,
but, I believe, we should learn to visualize and criticize those individual and
immaterial borders that we, often unconsciously, build for ourselves: the
constrains and prejudice that make us do what we do where we do it, that
make us feel comfortable in a certain place, that make us think that a certain
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area is dangerous and that a certain social group is undesirable.
If we want to keep our cities alive we need to reject fear and endorse the

inclusive character of urban identity.
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Scopelliti Demetrio 

Freedom of mobility

“I will build a car for the great multitude. It will be large enough for the
family, but small enough for the individual to run and care for […] it will be
so low in price that no man making a good salary will be unable to own
one”: Henry Ford, 1922. Undoubtedly, the 20th century was the century of
cars. Private mobility has dominated how we plan and widen urban areas in
the name of individual freedom to move. Ideally, the car allows control of
space (and time) like no other form of transportation. Nevertheless, it has
created a paradox form of urban space dependency and supremacy that
quickly led to the uncontrolled invasion of streets and infrastructures,
neglecting the democratic ideal of collective mobility for everyone. Cars
colonised the space of everyday human life. The legacies of the traffic-
dominated planning era are still clearly visible in cities worldwide: in
neighbourhoods without sidewalks, in ‘parking craters’ that consume land
and invade public space, in the urban highways that segregate
neighbourhoods in order to serve sprawling suburbs. Individual, private,
motorised mobility demonstrated to be an inefficient system that requires a
wasteful use of space to lead each driver to a particular destination in order
to let the network work. However, this is not only a matter of space.
Motorisation dependent on non-renewable fuels is a major contributor to air
and noise pollution. Speed is the cause of premature deaths and injuries in
road accidents, and traffic congestion is a huge cost for cities. The
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development of car-centric lifestyles heavily contributes to the decline of
physical activity, while sprawl may lead to social isolation and
disconnection of communities. Despite all these well-known and
demonstrated issues, one century later, the automotive industry is
repositioning itself within the mobility market. However, the development
of connected, electric, automatic and smart vehicles seems more a
‘maquillage’, or an attempt of brain washing, rather than a radical change.
“Ford was built on the belief that freedom of movement drives human
progress. It’s a belief that has always fuelled our passion to create great cars
and trucks. And today, it drives our commitment to become the world’s
most trusted mobility company, designing smart vehicles for a smart world
that help people move more safely, confidently and freely”: James Hackett
(Ford President and CEO), 2017.

The right to mobility: “Freedom isn’t being able to get anywhere in your
car. Freedom is being able to get anywhere without one”: Janette Sadik-
Khan, 2018. The 21th century is the century of people. Mobility shapes the
way we experience cities. Accordingly, with the rise of sustainable
awareness and behaviours, citizens are reclaiming their streets as public
spaces again. The desire to have liveable streets and choose ‘how to move’ is
now rising. Thus, the old-fashioned ideal of individual freedom to move is
giving space to a collective ideal of right to move, affordably, quickly and
safely, no matter how you get around, independently from car ownership or
from age, race, income or neighbourhood – as affirmed by the recent
Nashville Declaration of Transportation Independence. With the advent of
social media and the growth of the global middle class, urban citizens have
greater power than ever to stop or start projects, choose where they live and
demand a better quality of life. ‘Situationist’ guerrilla bike lanes are
popping-up in cities around the world, de-paving movements work to
transform their surroundings from asphalt to thriving landscapes. Tactical
solutions are improving local streets as gathering places through DIY low
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cost and temporary changes. All these case studies are demonstrator of the
need to re-frame the debate about mobility in cities in order to re-shape the
spatial capital – intended as the relation between life and space that
generates a potential increase of ‘urbanity’. Intrinsic to the success of cities
and the quality of life they offer is how people move around within them.
New approaches based on integrated data source to define new frameworks,
protocol and guidelines can foster adaptive design and policy solutions that
can free our cities from the dependence of old models reactualised by
technology, towards a new ideal of mobility independence.
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Alena Myshko

Mobilities as spatial capital: role of transport infrastructure
and accessibility

One of the main characteristics of the contemporary globalized world is
wide distribution of movements and expansion of people, goods, services,
and information. Generally, movement can be understood as “abstracted
mobility (mobility abstracted from contexts of power)”; it is “an act of
displacement that allows people to move between locations” (Cresswell,
2006, p. 2). Mobility, in turn, is “concerned with structural change and social
transformation” (Kaufmann et al., 2004, p. 748). Thus, if movement is a
physical displacement, mobility involves orientation towards resources. In
classical sociological paradigm, social mobility refers to the movement
across/change of actors’ social positions, statuses, powers, etc. (Sorokin,
1927, p. 1959).

Later, the new mobilities paradigm (e.g., J. Urry) introduced mobility as a
more complex phenomenon – mobilities (in plural), and separated social
mobility from other forms, e.g. spatial mobility. To specify, spatial mobility
is “geographic displacement, i.e. the movement of entities from an origin to
a destination along a specific trajectory that can be described in terms of
space and time” (Kaufmann et al., 2004, p. 746). To add, this displacement is
prompted by an uneven distribution of resources and their accessibility.
Spatial mobility, in turn, can become/ transform into a spatial capital, which
is defined as “a form of symbolic capital in a field where material space is at
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stake” (Centner, 2008, p. 197). In other words, space is a resource and can
also be a capital. And the factors evoking mobilities as spatial capital are in
the focus of current research.

First of all, transport infrastructure plays a significant role in increase of
mobilities and development of spatial capital (or motility, according to
Kaufmann et al. [2004], which is mobility as capital). The transport
infrastructure, “together with the resources available to individuals,
determines each individual’s level of mobility; the spatial arrangement of
activities and households determines accessibility (the availability of
employment, educational, social, and cultural opportunities)” (Knowles, et
al., 2008, pp. 84-85). That is, transport is one of the means to be mobile for
individuals. A degree of transport systems’ development, in terms of
technical and geographical provision, and diversity and coordination of
transport means, along with its coverage, at local, regional, national and
international levels, directly influence mobility as capital.

Secondly, accessibility is directly linked to mobility. At the same time,
accessibility is in a mutual dependency with connectivity. In the context of
urban transport systems, connectivity provides with an ability to
(potentially) reach a variety of destinations and their distribution of
resources, i.e. creates networks of (transport) connections and ties.

For a transport node (for example, an airport or railway station), the
access to the node’s place (and its services and resources) itself is one side of
being efficient. It has also to connect people, goods, services, and
opportunities in one location to another or a variety of places. And the
connectivity level as a characteristic of a place/space plays an important role
in increasing level of residents’ spatial capital, as a characteristic of an
individual. The planning or/and regeneration projects of transport systems
and their nodes have to include both accessibility and connectivity as two
sides of one problem to solve.

In a nutshell, accessibility is a key factor for transport infrastructures –
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according to Kaufmann et al. (2004), ‘specific trajectories’ – of movements
and mobilities they facilitate.

But, without a corresponding level of connectivity, it is unable to
transform mobilities into capital.

Thus, while not all movements are mobilities, mobilities do presuppose
movements, social and/or physical. Moreover, a right to mobility is
perceived as a fundamental right of a resident; (personal) mobility level
influences quality of life and opportunities. And spatial capital, which
encompasses access, competence and appropriation, becomes “a factor in
social stratification” (Rerat, Lees, 2011, pp. 127-128).
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